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I WANT TO BREAK FREE!!

It is no surprise that in these troubled economic times 

there has been so much litigation about whether or not 

a tenant has successfully operated a break clause in its 

lease.  As breaks are generally interpreted in the 

landlord’s favour, the tenant more often than not ends 

up losing and having to pay rent, service charge and 

rates for the residue of the term on premises it no 

longer wants.  

The outcome of any dispute will depend on the exact 

wording of the break clause but this note looks at a 

few of the “pinch points” and suggests how a tenant 

might address them in order to successfully operate its 

break.

1. The break is conditional on the tenant complying with all of its covenants  

The problem:  This is an absolute condition and one which quite frankly any tenant is very unlikely to 

satisfy should the landlord want the tenant to remain beyond the break date.  Cases have determined 

that a tenant who painted a wall with two rather than the specified three coats of paint failed to satisfy 

the condition as did the tenant who failed to paint behind a picture.  

The solution:  Our advice in a situation like this is to see whether a surrender can be negotiated which 

also wraps up dilapidations.  In all likelihood, the tenant will end up paying more for the dilapidations 

than it would have done had the lease simply expired but such extra cost will be far less than the 

outgoings the tenant would have to pay for the balance of the term.  Timing is crucial.  Until an 

agreement to surrender is legally exchanged with the landlord, the landlord could change its mind and 

leave the tenant with not enough time to carry out the remedial words and hence be stuck with the 

balance of the term of the lease.

2. The break is conditional on all sums being paid up to date  

On a first reading this condition seems easy to satisfy but the following two examples demonstrate the 

traps an unwary tenant can fall into:
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Problem 1:  The Courts have now confirmed that in order to satisfy this condition, unless there is 

express wording to the contrary, a tenant must pay the entire rent for a quarter and not just the 

apportioned amount from the previous quarter date to the break date.  By way of example, if the 

break date is on 24 June, then the entire quarter’s rent that falls due on the quarter day (i.e. from 24 

June to 28 September) must have been paid to the landlord before the break date in order to satisfy 

the condition.  

Solution 1:  All rents and other payments due must be paid so as to be cleared funds before the break 

date.  There is no implied obligation on the landlord to refund these.  Again, whether or not a landlord 

is contractually obliged to make a refund will depend upon the exact wording in the lease.  

Problem 2:  A tenant who had been in arrears of the annual rent some time before the break date, but 

by the break date was up to date, did not successfully operate the break as the landlord was able to 

successfully argue that the tenant had not paid the default interest that was due because of the 

previous arrears and hence the lease continued.  This was notwithstanding the fact that the landlord 

had not demanded (indeed the landlord was not aware of) the default interest until some time after the 

break date.  This is an extremely harsh decision.  

Solution 2:  Faced with a condition along these lines, a tenant should write to the landlord well in 

advance of the break date and ask the landlord to confirm in writing that there are no arrears and that 

no interest for late payments might be due.  It is likely that if the landlord has expressly been asked 

this question and has not then claimed the interest prior to the break date, the landlord’s ability to 

frustrate the break for this reason will be lost.  However, a tenant should also conduct its own internal 

review to determine whether or not it has been in arrears and, if so, what interest to pay.  Yes, that 

will take some time and have an internal cost but this will be substantially less than paying rent for, 

say, a further five years.  It would also be sensible for a tenant in such circumstances to round up any 

interest calculation that it makes.  

Conclusion

These are just some of the traps that a tenant might fall into with the result that its lease continues.  

There are many others. 

The key message with break clauses is not to leave the planning, execution and the steps that have to 

be taken to satisfy the conditions to the last minute.  Some clauses will be well nigh impossible to 

operate but others, whilst difficult, can be successfully operated by a tenant provided that it has clear 

advice from its lawyers and surveyor as to what must be done and then acts on that advice in good 

time.

If you require any further information on any of the developments referred to above or on property law 
generally, please contact our property team, Mark Lavers, Guy Hitchin or Vivienne Elson on 020 7209 2000 or 
send them an email:  mark.lavers@marriottharrison.co.uk, guy.hitchin@marriottharrison.co.uk and 
vivienne.elson@marriottharrison.co.uk. 
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